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Abstract
This paper provides a lexicalist formal de-
scription of preposition-pronoun contrac-
tion (PPC) in Polish, using the theoretical
framework of HPSG. Considering the be-
havior of PPC with respect to the prosodic,
categorial, syntactic and semantic prop-
erties, the assumption can be made that
each PPC is a morphological unit with
prepositional status. The crucial differ-
ence between a PPC and a typical prepo-
sition consists, besides the phonological
form, in the valence properties. While
a typical preposition realizes its comple-
ment externally via general constraints on
phrase structure, the realization of a PPC
argument is effected internally by virtue
of its lexical entry. Here, we will pro-
vide the appropriate implicational lexical
constraints that license both typical Ps and
PPCs.
1 Introduction
Polish prepositions exhibit the ability to coalesce
with the third person pronouns they select for. In
(1), two examples of a preposition-pronoun amal-
gamation in Polish are given. We will refer to
this phenomenon as preposition-pronoun contrac-
tion (PPC).1
1We use the notion contraction here as a neutral term unre-
lated to phonology or morphology.
(1) a. na niego ‘on him’ nan´ ‘on_him’
b. w niego ‘in him’   wen´ ‘in_him’
In spite of the fact that PPCs are commonly
used in contemporary written Polish, they are of-
ten neglected by Polish grammars, which, if they
point out this phenomenon at all, do not attempt
to systematize or adequately describe it.2 Never-
theless, the treatment of PPCs relates to some in-
teresting and non-trivial issues, in particular to the
question of whether PPCs pertain exclusively to
the phonological or, more precisely, prosodic do-
main, or whether they are also subject to any syntac-
tic processes. Besides empirical issues, analytical
questions should be taken into consideration, e.g.,
whether PPC should be analyzed in terms of affixa-
tion or cliticization.
This paper aspires to answer these questions and
to provide a formal description of Polish PPC suit-
able for machine processing. We will use Head-
Driven Phrase Structure Grammar in the tradition of
(Pollard and Sag, 1994) as a theoretical framework
to formalize empirical generalizations.
2 The Phenomenon
2.1 Case, Gender and Number Restrictions
According to traditional approaches to PPC, only
genitive and accusative singular masculine third per-
2Cf. (Lehr-Splawin´ski and Kubin´ski, 1952), (Szober, 1969),
(S´widzin´ski, 1992), (Saloni and S´widzin´ski, 1998), (Ba˛k,
2004), which make no mention of PPC in Polish at all,
and (Wieczorkiewicz et al., 1957), (Doroszewski and Wiec-
zorkiewicz, 1972), (Grzegorczykowa et al., 1984), (Nagórko,
1996), (Wróbel, 2001), which merely allude to this phe-
nomenon.
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son pronouns can contract with prepositions to form
PPCs (cf. e.g., (Saloni, 1981)).3 Below, examples of
PPs are given that contain genitive and accusative
singular masculine nouns (proper names and pro-
nouns), and their corresponding PPCs.
(2) a. Maria
Maria
pracuje
works
dla
for
Piotra
Piotrgen
/
/
dla
for
niego
himgen
/
/
dlan´
for_him
od
for
roku.
year
‘Maria has been working for Piotr / for
him for one year.’
b. Jan
Jan
zapłacił
payed
za
for
obiad
dinnergen
/
/
za
for
niego
itgen
/
/
zan´
for_it
gotówka˛.
cash
‘Jan payed for the dinner / for it in
cash.’
The examples in (3) seem to support the as-
sumption that only genitive and accusative singular
masculine third person pronouns can contract with
prepositions. Neither dative nor instrumental pro-
nouns are possible within PPCs.4
(3) a. Maria
Maria
pochyliła
leaned
sie˛
RM
ku
towards
dziecku
childdat
/
/
ku
towards
niemu
itdat
/
/
*kun´
towards_it
troskliwie.
‘Maria leaned towards the child / to-
wards it.’
b. Anna
Anna
szła
walked
przed
before
Piotrem
Piotrinstr
/
/
przed
before
nim
himinstr
/
/
*przeden´
before_him
obraz˙ona.
offended
‘Anna walked offended before Piotr /
before him.’
However, contrary to commonly accepted claims,
PPCs seem to be possible with locative pronouns as
well. Selected examples taken from the IPI PAN
3(Doroszewski and Wieczorkiewicz, 1972) even claim that
PPCs are not allowed in the case of Ps requiring any other
cases than accusative. To that effect, PPCs in (2a) should be
considered ungrammatical. However, according to the latest
dictionaries of the Polish language such as (Dubisz, 2003) or
(Ban´ko, 2000), as well as on the basis of corpus evidence, we
consider prepositions contracted with genitive third person pro-
nouns fully grammatical.
4The abbreviation RM stands for a reflexive marker.
Corpus5 (4a) and the Internet via Google (4b)6 are
given below.
(4) a. Polskie
Polish
przedsie˛biorstwa
companies
przemysłowe
industrial
najlepiej
best
prosperuja˛
prosper
w
in
Mazowieckiem
Mazowieckie
i
and
S´la˛skiem.
S´la˛skie
Pod
by
koniec
end
sierpnia
August
br.,
of this year
uzyskało
gained
wen´
in_themloc
zatrudnienie
employment
ła˛cznie
altogether
ponad
above
1
1
mln
million
osób
persons
[...]
[...]
‘Polish industrial companies best pros-
per in Mazowieckie and S´la˛skie. By
late August of this year, a total of over
1 million people gained employment
there.’
b. Taka˛
such
wiedze˛
knowledge
trzeba
one must
odpowiednio
appropriately
zdobyc´,
gain
a
and
to
it
nie
not
jest
is
tak
as
łatwe
easy
jak
as
przeczytanie
reading
ksie˛gi
book
o
about
potworach
monsters
i
and
zdobycie
acquiring
on´
about_themloc
wiedzy.
knowledge
‘One must gain such a knowledge in
an appropriate way and it is not as easy
as to gain knowledge about monsters
by reading a book about them.’
Note however that native speaker judgments dif-
fer in the use of locative pronouns within PPCs. Al-
though we tend to assume that locative third person
pronouns are also able to contract with prepositions
and although we also consider the commonly as-
sumed restrictions on the gender and number of pro-
nouns contracting with Ps to be too strong, we will
temporarily adopt the common claim that only mas-
culine (human and non-human) singular third person
pronouns can contract with Ps. Since the verification
5See (Przepiórkowski, 2004) for details on the IPI PAN Cor-
pus. The corpus URL: http://www.korpus.pl.
6http://forum.inkluz.pl/post-1709.html
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of the traditional assumptions should follow detailed
examination of the data, we will leave this issue for
future work.
2.2 Categorial, Syntactic and Semantic
Properties
As the examples in (5) illustrate, PPCs cannot com-
bine with any further NPs. This fact indicates that
they are syntactically saturated expressions corre-
sponding to ordinary PPs.
(5) a. Maria
Maria
pracuje
works
dlan´
for_him
(*Piotra)
Piotrgen
od
for
roku.
year
‘Maria has been working for him for
one year.’
b. Anna
Anna
robi
does
zan´
instead of_him
(*Jana)
Janacc
wszystko.
everything
‘Anna does everything instead of him.’
While the examples in (5), where PPCs act as ad-
juncts, may suggest the possibility that PPCs are ad-
verbs, the data in (6) seem to argue for a preposi-
tional status of PPCs.7
(6) a. Piotr
Piotr
zgubił
lost
prawo
license
jazdy,
driving
ale
but
jakos´
somehow
obywa
dispense
sie˛
RM
*(bezen´).
without_it
‘Piotr has lost his driving license, but
he can somehow do without it.’
b. Anna
Anna
namawia
persuade
Jana
Jan
na
for
s´lub,
marriage
ale
but
wcia˛z˙
still
nie
not
moz˙e
can
*(nan´)
on_him
skutecznie
successfully
wpłyna˛c´.
affect
‘Anna has been trying to persuade Jan
to marry her, but she still cannot suc-
cessfully move him.’
Here particular PPCs are selected by predicates
which seem to always require PP complements
headed by specific prepositions. As we can see in
7The notation *(X) as used in (6) implies that the presence
of X is necessary for the grammaticality of the sentence.
(6), PPCs can occur unconstrained instead of cor-
responding PPs as obligatory complements of these
predicates. Omitting PPCs in the sentences above
causes ungrammaticality. These observations, sup-
ported by the fact that the phonological form of each
PPC contains a string identical to that of the cor-
responding preposition, possibly indicate that PPCs
have the same syntactic and categorial status as the
corresponding PPs, thus excluding the otherwise
conceivable possibility of treating PPCs as a type of
adverb or pronoun.8
The data in (7) could be considered as an apparent
argument for treating PPCs as pronouns.9
(7) a. Mariai
Maria
umówiła
made an appointment
sie˛
RM
z
with
Piotremj
Piotr
i
and
czekała
waited
nan´*i / j
for_her / him
w
in
mies´cie.
city
‘Maria made an appointment with Pi-
otr and waited for him in the city.’
b. [Anna
Anna
i
and
Maria]i
Maria
zapewniły
assured
Janaj,
Jan
z˙e
that
proi
pro
wierza˛
believe
wen´*i / j.
in_each other / him
‘Anna and Maria assured Jan that they
believe in him.’
c. Annai
Anna
obiecała
promised
Janowij
Jan
PROi
PRO
troszczyc´
care
sie˛
RM
on´*i / j.
for_her / him
‘Anna promised Jan to care for him.’
8Cf. the traditional treatment of similar expressions in Ger-
man. In German, a number of prepositions can combine with
da, wo and hier expressions forming morphologically complex
words: dafür ‘for it’, wofür ‘for what’, hierfür ‘therefor’. These
expressions are treated in traditional grammars of German as
pronominal adverbs (cf. (Duden IV, 1984)), prepositional ad-
verbs (cf. (Engel, 1996)), pronouns (cf. (Helbig and Buscha,
1993)) or P-pronouns (cf. (Fries, 1988)). For the reasons ex-
plained in (6), we suggest to handle this type of German ex-
pressions similarly to Polish PPCs, that is as single word prepo-
sitional phrases.
9Note, however, that in spite of the fact that the PPC on´ ‘for’
as used in (7c) and (7d) are provided by dictionaries of contem-
porary Polish such as (Dubisz, 2003) or (Ban´ko, 2000), not all
native speakers of Polish accept this PPC.
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d. Jani
Jan
kazał
made
Anniej
Anna
PROj
PRO
troszczyc´
care
sie˛
RM
on´i / *j.
for_him / her
‘Jan made Anna care for him.’
Here PPCs seem to behave like ordinary personal
pronouns controlled by referential NPs. Note that
the anaphoric reading is not possible in any of these
sentences, nor is the reflexive (cf. the subject control
construction in (7c) and the object control construc-
tion in (7d)), or the reciprocal reading (cf. (7b)).
However, the reference data in (7) refer to seman-
tic properties of PPCs and are not the decisive factor
in determining their categorial status and establish-
ing their syntactic characteristics. They merely indi-
cate that the semantic representation of PPCs must
contain an index. This also applies to ordinary PPs.
2.3 Prosodic Properties
In Polish, neither modification nor coordination al-
low phonologically / prosodically deficient enti-
ties.10 A prosodically deficient entity cannot occur
sentence initially, either.
As we can see in the examples below, no modi-
fication (cf. (8a)), coordination (cf. (8b)) and occur-
rence in sentence initial position (cf. (8c)) is allowed
in structures involving PPCs.
(8) a. Jan
Jan
uz˙ył
used
cytatu
citation
pochodza˛cego
coming
od
from
niego samego
himself
/
/
*oden´
from_him
samego.
self
‘Jan used one of his own citations.’
b. Anna
Anna
zapytała
asked
Jana,
Jan
czy
whether
ma
she should
czekac´
wait
na
for
niego
him
i
and
jego
his
kolege˛
colleague
/
/
*nan´
for_him
i
and
jego
his
kolege˛.
colleague
‘Anna asked Jan whether she should
wait for him and his colleague.’
10For more details on the distribution of weak personal pro-
nouns in Polish see (Kups´c´, 2000).
c. Dla
for
niego
him
/
/
*dlan´
for_him
Maria
Maria
pracuje
works
od
for
roku.
year
‘For him, Mary has been working for
one year.’
Thus, in spite of categorial, syntactic and seman-
tic parallelism, PPCs and ordinary PPs differ with
respect to distribution. Unlike typical PPs, PPCs
cannot be used in stressed positions, and behave in
this regard like typical clitics in Polish. However,
we assume that these distributional properties of PPs
and PPCs are subject to independent grammatical
constraints on stress and intonation patterns in Pol-
ish, and for this reason they will not be handled here.
2.4 Lexical Restrictions
It should be noted that the number of PPCs in Polish
is relatively small. On one hand the class of pro-
nouns contracting with Ps is limited to genitive, ac-
cusative and, possibly, locative singular masculine
third person pronouns, on the other hand, the set
of prepositions which are able to contract with pro-
nouns involves a very limited number of elements.
Thus not every arbitrary preposition can occur in
PPC, even if it does combine with genitive or ac-
cusative pronouns (cf. (9) and (10)).11
(9) Ps combining with genitive pronouns
a. koło niego ‘close to him’   *kołon´
b. naprzeciw niego ‘opposite to him’  
*naprzeciwen´
c. podczas niego ‘during him’   *pod-
czasen´
11Note that the corresponding German da-, wo- and hier-
expressions are a semiproductive phenomenon as well. Thus
not all German prepositions can combine with da-, wo- and
hier- (cf. the examples in (i)).
(i) (a) während ‘during’  *wo- / *da- / *hierwährend
(b) mittles ‘via’  *wo- / *da- / *hiermittels
(c) zwecks ‘in order to’  *wo- / *da- / *hierzwecks
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(10) Ps combining with accusative pronouns
a. mie˛dzy nich ‘between them’  
*mie˛dzyn´
b. ponad niego ‘above him’   *ponaden´
c. poprzez niego ‘through him’  
*poprzezen´
According to dictionaries of contemporary Polish
and considering corpus data, one can claim that only
the oldest primary prepositions can contract with
pronouns (cf. (11)).
(11) a. bez niego ‘without him’   bezen´
b. dla niego ‘for him’   dlan´
c. do niego ‘to him’   don´
d. o niego ‘about him’   on´
e. od niego ‘from him’   oden´
f. na niego ‘on him’   nan´
g. nad niego ‘above him’   naden´
h. pod niego ‘under him’   poden´
i. przed niego ‘in front of him’  
przeden´
j. przez niego ‘owing him’   przezen´
k. w niego ‘in him’   wen´
l. z niego ‘from him’   zen´
However, as the example in (12) shows, not even
all of the oldest primary prepositions undergo this
process.
(12) u niego ‘by him’   *un´
In view of this fact, it is very difficult to develop
a syntactic account for PPC. A lexicon-based treat-
ment seems to be a more plausible and natural op-
tion.
3 The Analysis
Based on our discussion of the empirical properties
of PPCs, we treat PPCs as morphological units and
not as the result of any postlexical processes. Fur-
thermore, we claim that PPCs have the categorial
status of a preposition and are valence-saturated but
have an internal argument. These generalizations
can easily be expressed in the paradigm of HPSG
in the tradition of (Pollard and Sag, 1994).
Our analysis of Polish PPC, which will be pro-
vided in this section, corresponds to many other
constraint-based approaches to similar phenomena.
It is worth mentioning the lexicalist treatment of the
contraction of French prepositional forms à and de
and the definite article le in (Abeillé et al., 2003).
Each contraction is analyzed as a lexical item and
not as a result of any postlexical operations. (Ba-
ronian, 2003) treats these expressions as preposi-
tions with definiteness, number and gender features.
(Winhart, 1997) proposes a similar HPSG-based ap-
proach to the preposition-determiner contraction in
German.12 (Bender and Sag, 2000) proposes a lex-
icalist analysis of contracted auxiliaries in English,
providing a lexical rule licensing lexical entries that
combine information provided by pronouns and aux-
iliaries. Even expressions traditionally considered
to be clitics have often been analyzed lexically, see
(Abeillé et al., 1998) and (Miller and Sag, 1997)
for a treatment of French pronominal clitics as lex-
ical pronominal affixes attached to inflected verbs.
(Monachesi, 1999) also analyzes Italian pronomi-
nal clitics as morphological affixes. (Borsley, 1999)
provides a lexicon-based analysis of Polish complex
verbs. (Kups´c´ and Przepiórkowski, 2002) argues for
a morphosyntactic account of Polish verbal nega-
tion.
For Polish PPC, we propose a lexicalist analysis
as well. Several possibilities could be considered:
(1) in a hierarchical lexicon approach, extending the
ontology by providing an appropriate lexical sort for
each PPC that would then be subject to further con-
straints, (2) assuming a separate lexical entry for
each PPC, (3) specifying all possible distributions in
the lexical entry of each preposition, including the
possible distribution within a PPC, (4) underspeci-
fying phonological and valence information in lexi-
cal entries of Ps and formulating general lexical con-
straints licensing both PPCs as well as ordinary PPs.
Since the third solution has the most general charac-
ter and seems most elegant, we will assume it here.
We propose thus to assume an underspeficied lex-
ical entry for each preposition being able to contract
with pronouns, i.e., bez ‘without’, dla ‘for’, do ‘to’,
o ‘about’, od ‘from’, na ‘on’, nad ‘above’, po ‘for’,
12In transformational grammar frameworks, the preposition-
determiner contraction in German has been analyzed in terms
of a Head Adjunction operation (cf. (van Riemsdijk, 1998)).
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pod ‘under’, przed ‘in front of’, przez ‘owing’, w
‘in’, z ‘from’ (cf. the preliminary lexical entry for
the preposition na ‘on’ in Figure 1).





word
MORPH  [PHON  na  ], ... 
ARG-ST  LOC 	 CAT 	 HEAD noun 
 
SYNS 	 LOC 	 CAT 	 HEAD 
prep
PFORM na 





Figure 1: The relevant part of the preliminary lexical
entry of the preposition na ‘on’
According to the architecture of linguistic signs
and, more precisely, words in terms of (Pollard and
Sag, 1994), two different representation levels de-
scribe the argument structure of a word and its va-
lence properties. The argument structure of a word is
described via the ARG(UMENT)-ST(RUCTURE) at-
tribute taking a list of (synsem) objects as its value,
while the valence of a word is described via the
VAL(ENCE) feature, whose value contains three va-
lence lists: the SP(ECIFIE)R list, the SUBJ(ECT) list
and the COMP(LEMENT)S list. Specifying the rela-
tionship between the values of these features, one
can make generalizations about selectional proper-
ties of lexical signs. The ARG-ST value of prepo-
sitions is usually assumed to be identical with the
COMPS value, while their SUBJ and SPR values are
empty lists.
Thus the lexical entry in Figure 1 merely provides
information that na ‘on’ can take only one nominal
argument. No information about the selection re-
quirements is available here. The syntactic selection
properties of na ‘on’ and all other prepositions that
are able to contract with pronouns are licensed by
the implicational lexical constraint provided in Fig-
ure 2.
The antecedent of the lexical constraint in
Figure 2 is an underspecified lexical entry for
each preposition that can occur in PPC. The
P(REPOSITIONAL)FORM attribute, traditionally as-
sumed in HPSG in descriptions of prepositions
(cf. (Pollard and Sag, 1994)), that takes names of
particular prepositions as its value, makes it pos-
sible to identify particular prepositions unambigu-
ously. Note that the argument object is specified to
be a genitive or accusative masculine singular third
person pronoun.








word
ARG-ST 


LOC


CAT  CASE gen  acc
CONT 
ppro
NUMBER sing
GENDER masc
PERSON 3rd 




SYNS  LOC  CAT  HEAD

prep
PFORM dla  do  o  od  na  nad
 po  pod  przed  przez  w  z 
 






ﬀ
ﬁﬂﬃ

word
MORPH  morph !
ARG-ST 1
SYNS  LOC  CAT  VAL  COMPS 1
 

"
word
MORPH  morph,

PHON  n´ !


!
SYNS  LOC  CAT  VAL  COMPS #%$
'&)(
*
Figure 2: The lexical constraint for licensing PPC
The first disjunct in the consequence describes
prepositions with unrealized complements, licens-
ing ordinary Ps that combine with NP complements.
The second disjunct provides a description of prepo-
sitional objects with zero valency (see the empty
COMPS list), but with an unrealized internal argu-
ment (see the ARG-ST value in the antecedent), and
licenses PPCs.
The grammar of PPC must also ensure the
right phonological form of each PPC. For these
purposes, we adopt the approach of (Riehemann,
1998), providing however some modifications. In
her hierarchical lexicon-based approach, (Riehe-
mann, 1998) proposes that morphologically com-
plex words, which PPCs definitely are, have a
feature MORPH(OLOGICAL)-B(ASE), taking list of
signs as its value.13 We propose to assume a list-
valued MORPH(OLOGICAL FORM) feature for each
word. The value of the MORPH feature of mor-
phologically simple words is a singleton list, while
the value of the MORPH feature of morphologically
complex words is a list of morph objects.14
The lexical entry of the preposition na ‘on’ in
Figure 1 involves a partially underspecified MORPH
value. While the first element of the MORPH list is
specified to be a morph object whose phonological
form is the string na, no specification of possible fur-
ther elements of that list is provided. The principle
in Figure 2 ensures that the MORPH value of ordi-
nary Ps is a singleton list and the MORPH value of
13For an alternative HPSG approach to morphology see
(Reinhard, 2001) in the context of the analysis of deverbal com-
pounds in German.
14We assume that the type hierarchy under the type sign con-
sists phrase, word and morph.
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PPCs is a list of two morph objects. The phonolog-
ical form of the second morph object is always the
string ·n.
The phonological form of PPCs is licensed by
the general principle provided in Figure 3 describ-
ing phonological form of words.
word +,-
PHON F( 1 . ... . n )
MORPH   PHON 1 
 , ...,  PHON n 
 ! 
Figure 3: The constraint describing phonologial
form of words
According to the principle in Figure 3, the PHON
value of words (and thus PPCs) is assumed to be the
result of applying a function F to the concatenation
of the PHON values of the word’s all morphological
components. The definition of the F function en-
sures the right phonological form of words accord-
ing to phonological constraints for a given language.
In the case of Polish PPCs, the output of the F func-
tion is the phonological form of a given preposition
combined with the phonological form of -·n, if that
preposition ends in a vowel, and the phonological
form of that preposition combined with a phonetic
variant of -·n, i.e., -e·n, if that preposition ends in a
consonant. Since phonology is not the main subject
of this paper, a detailed phonological representation
of the contracted forms will not be provided here.15
PPC, as most PPs, can act in the sentence either as
a complement or as an adjunct, which presupposes
different syntactic and semantic properties. We thus
postulate a general lexical principle taking a syntac-
tically and semantically underspecified description
of prepositions as antecedent and licensing modify-
ing and non-modifying PPs and thus modifying and
non-modifying PPCs (cf. Figure 4).
Note that we adopt here the semantic represen-
tation of verbs in Davidsonian style (cf. (Davidson,
1967)), i.e., we introduce an event variable into the
semantic representation of verbs and assume an ar-
chitecture of the CONTENT value of verbs analogous
to that of nouns.16 Thus the CONTENT value of a
verb is an object containing both an (event) index
and a semantic restriction of this index (cf. Figure 5).
15For the treatment of phonology in HPSG see (Höhle, 1999).
16Cf. (Van Eynde, 1998) or (Sag and Wasow, 1999) for a sim-
ilar approach to the representation of the verbal semantics in
HPSG.

word
ARG-ST  

LOC / CONT / nom-obj


!
SYNS / LOC / CAT / HEAD prep
1032
ﬁﬂ
ﬂ
ﬂ
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ﬂ
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ﬂﬃ


word
ARG-ST  

LOC / CONT 1


!
SYNS / LOC 4
CAT / MOD none
CONT 1 5
 
76









word
ARG-ST  

LOC / CONT / INDEX 2 
 !
SYNS / LOC





CAT / MOD 4 LOC / CONT 4
INDEX 3
RESTR 4 585
CONT


INDEX 3
RESTR 9 
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Figure 4: The lexical constraint for licensing modi-
fying and non-modifying PPs







content
INDEX 1
RESTR >?
?
?
@
?
?
?A




psoa
NUCL



relation
INST 1
ARG1 index
...
ARGn index


CB
?
?
?D
?
?
?
E
 










Figure 5: The content structure of verbs in Davidso-
nian style
Therefore, the consequence of the principle in
Figure 4 consists of two disjuncts, the first of which
describes complement PPs and the second PPs mod-
ifying NPs and VPs. The semantic representation of
complement PPs is, according to traditional analy-
ses, assumed to be identical with the semantic rep-
resentation of the NPs selected by Ps (cf. the tag 1
in the first disjunct). The semantic representation
of adjunct PPs is an object whose INDEX attribute’s
value is identical with the INDEX value of the modi-
fied object, and whose RESTRICTION feature’s value
is a union of its own RESTRICTION set and the RE-
STRICTION set of the modified object.
Note that the index of the argument (see the iden-
tity of the CONTENT values, which contain an in-
dex, in the first disjunct and the tag 2 in the second
disjunct) is present in the semantic representation of
each disjunct, and thus control phenomena such as
those exemplified in (7) can easily be captured.
While the principle in Figure 2 accounts for a
limited number of Ps taking genitive and accusative
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third person pronouns as their arguments, the prin-
ciple in Figure 6 covers all other prepositions which
take arbitrary arguments and combine with them ac-
cording to constraints on phrase structure.





word
ARG-ST 
4 LOC 4
CAT / HEAD / CASE nom
6
dat
6
inst
6
loc
CONT ppro 585
6

LOC / CONT / npro
6
ana



SYNS / LOC / CAT / HEAD prep
 




032

word
ARG-ST 1
SYNS / LOC / CAT / VAL / COMPS 1

Figure 6: The lexical constraint describing preposi-
tions selecting arbitrary arguments
Finally, it should be ensured that prepositions,
when combining with third person pronouns, com-
bine with postprepositional pronouns exclusively.
According to (Saloni, 1981), as well as many gram-
mars of Polish, Polish third person personal pro-
nouns inflect besides case (nominative, genitive, da-
tive, accusative, instrumental and locative) number
(singular and plural) and accentability (yes or not)
for postprepositionality (yes or not). Thereby the
grammatical category of postprepositionality relates
to structural circumstances rather than to prosodic
(cf. the examples in (13)).
(13) a. Z´le
bad
sie˛
RM
to
it
skon´czyło
ended
dla
for
niej
her
i
and
niego
himpp
/
/
*jego.
himnon-pp
‘It came to a bad end for her and him.’
b. Ta
this
wiadomos´c´
message
jest
is
zła
bad
zarówno
both
dla
for
nas
us
jak
like
i
and
niego
himpp
/
/
*jego
himnon-pp
samego.
self
‘This message is bad both for us and
for him self.’
Thus the postprepositionality value of all personal
pronouns in (13) must be positive, since all of them
are syntactically selected by prepositions as a part
of a coordination. Although pronouns in the sec-
ond conjunct follow a conjunction and are thus not
adjacent to a preposition, they bear the positive post-
prepositionality value.17
We propose thus to assume the description of third
person pronouns in Polish as in Figure 7.







word
ARG-ST F
SYNS 	 LOC



CAT 	 HEAD 
noun
PP GH
CONT 
ppro
INDEX 	 PERSON 3rd 
 


 






Figure 7: A simplified description of postpreposi-
tional third person pronouns
In order to be able to identify postprepositional
pronouns, we propose to introduce a new fea-
ture appropriate for the sort noun, i.e., the feature
P(OST)P(REPOSITIONALITY) taking boolean val-
ues. The PP value of non-postprepositional pronouns
such as jego ‘his’, je ‘it’ or j a ‘her’ is I , while the
PP value of postprepositional pronouns such as niego
‘his’, nie ‘it’ or ni a ‘her’ is J . Non-pronominal
nouns such as Piotr ‘Piotr’ or ksia˛z˙ka ‘book’, as well
as nominative, dative, instrumental and locative per-
sonal pronouns and anaphora have an underspecified
PP value.
According to this modification of the appropriate-
ness conditions for the sort noun, the description of
postprepositional pronouns in Figure 7 involves the
PP feature taking the value J .
Given this, a constraint can be formulated that en-
sures that if a preposition selects a pronoun, the pro-
noun must bear a positive postprepositionality fea-
ture (cf. Figure 8).

word
SYNS  LOC 	 CAT 	 HEAD prep 
 
+K
4 ARG-ST   LOC 	 CAT 	 PP GC
 !
5
Figure 8: The constraint ensuring the right PP value
of objects selected by prepositions
The principle in Figure 9 guarantees the negative
value of the PP attribute if a pronoun (as well as all
17In (13) I use the abbreviation pp to mark pronouns with the
positive postprepositionality value and the abbreviation non-pp
to mark pronouns with the negative postprepositionality value.
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other objects with the PP attribute) is not selected by
a preposition.

word
SYNS  LOC 	 CAT 	 HEAD L prep 
 
+K
4 ARG-ST   LOC 	 CAT 	 PP + 
 !
5
Figure 9: The constraint ensuring the right PP value
of objects selected by non-prepositional objects
4 Summary and Outlook
In this paper, we have discussed preposition-
pronoun contraction in Polish. A range of data has
been examined with respect to the prosodic, catego-
rial, syntactic and semantic properties. On the basis
of empirical observation, the generalization has been
made that a PPC is a morphological unit which has
prepositional status.
An HPSG-based lexicalist approach has been pro-
vided which accounts for both PPC and all other
types of prepositions and prepositional phrases in
Polish.
In future work, a corpus-based study on third per-
son pronouns will be carried out in order to deter-
mine the number of pronominal forms exactly which
can occur within PPCs in contemporary Polish.
It may also be interesting to examine whether the
analysis proposed here for Polish data can be applied
to corresponding data in other languages, e.g., to da-
/ wo- / hier- expressions in German.
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